
Stages of Evolution of a Nova, Supernova type I, and Supernova type II 
 

NOVA 

 
- Binary star system with a Red Giant and a white dwarf. 

- Stars are close enough that you have material (hydrogen gas) transferring from the red 

giant to the white dwarf. 

- As the hydrogen gas starts accumulating on the white dwarf star and heating up because 

of the high temperature of the white dwarf star. 

- When the temperature of the hydrogen gas reaches 10 million Kelvin hydrogen fusion 

starts. 

- The surface material is blown off the star is an explosion called a NOVA. 

- A white dwarf star can go supernova over and over again. 

 

SUPERNOVA   TYPE I 

 
- Binary star system where the white dwarf star has gone nova many times. 

- Each time the white dwarf star goes nova it leaves some extra material on the star. 

- When the white dwarf star reaches a certain mass (Chandrasekhar mass) the electrons 

cannot provide the pressure needed to support the star.  (The outward force of the 

electrons is less than the force of gravity.) 

- The white dwarf star starts to collapse. 

- As it collapses the temperature increases. 

- When the temperature gets high enough carbon fusion starts. 

- The white dwarf star explodes in a Supernova type I. 

 

SUPERNOVA   TYPE II 

 
- Blue giant star 

- Hydrogen fusion stops in the core.  Core collapses, temperature increases. 

- Hydrogen fusion starts in the outer core, then helium fusion starts in the core. 

- Runs out of helium in the core, fusion stops.  Core collapses.  

- Temperature increases Carbon fusion starts in the core, helium fusion starts just outside 

the core, and hydrogen fusion starts in the layer above the helium fusion. 

- Runs out of Carbon to in the core. Fusion stops, core collapses, temperature increases. 

- Oxygen (product of carbon fusion) fusion starts in the core.  Carbon fusion starts just 

outside the core, helium fusion starts in the layer outside the carbon fusion and hydrogen 

fusion just outside the helium fusion layer. 

- This cycle continues until the star forms iron in the core. Page 474. The star can no 

longer fuse iron in the core to produce energy. 

- The star collapses in less than a second destroying all of the elements it took millions of 

years to create. 

- It rebounds off the core of the star.  Throwing all the material from the star (except the 

core) into space with tremendous energy.  Some of it moving outward near the speed of 

light. 

- All the elements above helium are created in this energetic  soup of elementary particles 

in space. 

- The core of the star has been compressed so much it is now a either a Black hole (larger 

blue giant stars) or a neutron star (smaller blue giant stars.)     


